
Japanese Introductory Course 

For the City of Koka                                          Opened in September 2018 

  
In the Kawasemi course, the aim of the program is to help students enrolled in elementary and junior high schools in the city who need Japanese language 

instruction to smoothly proceed with their school life by providing them with basic Japanese language instruction and adaptive education for a fixed period 

of time (3months). 

 
 

 

 Learn intensively for 3months 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

      

Outline of “Kawasemi Course” 
□Kawasemi course is located inside Bantani Higashi Elementary School.  

Leave enrolled school for 3 months and go to Kawasemi Course. Elementary school students must be picked up by their parents. 

  Junior high school students can go to school by bicycle or use public transportation. 

□Go to school between 8:30 and 9:10 in the morning. After that, there will be a morning homeroom etc. 

  Classes are from 9:35 a.m. to 14:45 p.m. You will study a timetable of 4 school hours a day. 

□There is no tuition fee. 

    □For more information, please contact the Koka city Board of Education (0748-69-2243). 

                 ※Details are also put on the Koka City Board of Education Secretariat website. 

Goal：Learn Japanese to spend a 

smooth school life. 

○Life aspect 

・Self-introduction 

 (likes and dislikes etc.) 

・Words used in class and school life 

○Learning aspect 

・Use words according to the situation 

・Write a simple sentence with multiple 

words 

・Addition and subtraction 

 

Goal：Learn Japanese, which is the 

minimum level of 

communication needed for 

school life. 

○Life aspect 

・Self-introduction (name, age etc.) 

・Survival Japanese such as greetings 

・Understand instructions used in class 

○Learning aspect 

・Reading and writing Hiragana

・Reading and writing numbers

Goal：Learn Japanese required for 

daily life, classes and events. 

○Life aspect 

・Words and sentences used in school 

life and events 

・Words and sentences used in daily life 

○Learning aspect 

・Reading and writing Kanji in lower 

grades of elementary school 

・Write a short diary 

・Easy four fundamental rules of 

caluculation 

 

Overall plan of Japanese Introductory Course 

To 

enrolled 

school 

(英) 

Kawasemi Course 
 

Acceptance 

-Explanation 

of Japanese 

course 

-Make a 

timetable 

-Make an 

individual 

teaching plan 


